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Abstract

The amplitude and bandwidth of kick-out pulses used
in the nose-to-nose sampler impulse response
characterization method were measured as a function of
offset voltage. The amplitude is almost linear for offset
voltages from -500 mV to 500 mV except for values from
about -50 mV to 50 mV. Slight changes in bandwidth were
observed for offset voltages from -250 mV to 250 mV with
significant bandwidth loss observed for offset voltages
outside this range.

Introduction

Characterization of the impulse response or transfer
function of high-speed/high-bandwidth samplers used in
digital sampling oscilloscopes can be performed with either
time or frequency-domain techniques. Because of the
difficulty in obtaining phase information using frequency-
domain methods, however, time-domain techniques are
typically used. These time-domain methods require having
pulse generators that have significantly greater bandwidth
than the samplers themselves or, if the generators have
comparable bandwidth, then their pulse profiles must be
accurately known so that their influence can be
deconvolved. Some time-domain methods that are being
explored for sampler impulse response characterization use
a photoconductivcly generated electrical pulse for the
reference pulse and this pulse is measured using
photoconductive or electro-optical sampling [1, 2].
Consequently, these methods may require that the electrical
impulse response of the sampling photoconductor or
electro-optic element also be known or measurable. This
requirement, of course, brings us to the original problem of
delivering a known input pulse to the samplers from which
a sampler impulse response can be derived. The
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"nose-to-nose" sampler impulse response characterization
method, introduced several years ago, is a method where a
sampler is used as a pulse generator. The sampler generates
a pulse (the "kick-out" pulse) when it is operated at a
non-zero offset voltage and it is argued that the kick-out
pulse represents the impulse response of the sampler [3 - 5].
This kick-out phenomena is limited to a particular sampler
architecture.

Since it would be difficult to determine the kick-out

pulse of a sampler using only that sampler, a series of
kick-out pulses are measured using a set of three samplers.
Each sampler in turn acts as a source ofthe kick-out pulses
that are measured using the other samplers. The assumption
that the sampler impulse response is very similar to the
kick-out pulse cannot be valid unless the frequency or time
response of the kick-out pulse is independent of the offset
voltage. FUlihermore, the utility of using a kick-out-pulse-
derived sampler impulse response for purposes of
calibration is dependent on the sampler's response being
linear over its signal range.

Experiment

The nose-to-nose method gets its name from the
arrangement of the samplers in the measurement procedure,
that is, the input connectors of two different sampling heads
are connected together using a male-male coaxial adapter.
The sampling heads are physically and electrically situated
such that the distance between their input connectors is
minimized, resulting in a "nose-to-nose" appearance. Two
50 GHz digital sampling oscilloscopes were used and, in
our implementation, both sampling heads are triggered using
a short transition duration step (17 ps transition duration,
0.25 V ampl itude before a wideband splitter) with a 2 kHz
repetition rate. The kick-out pulse also contains a signal
contribution from the strobe pulse that couples into the
sampling diodes. To minimize the strobe-coupling effect,
the following procedure is used [3]. Two kick-out
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waveforms are acquired, one using a negative offset voltage
(Fig. 1a) and another using a positive offset voltage of equal
magnitude (Fig. 1b). The polarity of the kick-out pulse
changes sign with the offset voltage but the strobe pulse
polarity does not. Subtracting these two kick-out pulse
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Figure 1. Kick-out pulses acquired using a) negative
200 mV offset voltage and b) positive 200 mV offset
voltage and c) the difference waveform (divided by two).

waveforms will produce a difference waveform in which the
strobe pulse contribution has been minimized and the
kick-out pulse amplitude has been doubled. Dividing this
difference waveform by two yields an estimate of the
kick-out pulse with the strobe pulse contribution removed
(Fig. 1c). The offset voltages for the sampling head used to
generate the kick-out pulse are +Vj (for the positive offset
voltage) and -Vi (for the negative offset voltage) and the
offset voltage of the sampling head measuring the kick-out
pulse is set to 0.0 V. The offset voltage is the voltage
generated internally by the oscilloscope with the "offset
voltage" setting of the vertical axis of the oscilloscope. We
chose a 1.5 ns epoch with a 1024 element waveform. The
pulse duration of the difference waveform is approximately
II ps (full duration at half maximum); however, the
waveform exhibits significant aberrations.

Kick-out waveforms were acquired with offset voltages
ranging from -500 mV to +500 mV (the limits of the
oscilloscope) in 25 mV increments. A waveform acquired
with a negative offset voltage will be referred to as W.y(t)
and when acquired with a positive offset voltage, W+y(t).
The oscilloscope was operated in averaging mode and each
waveform acquired from the oscilloscope is the result of
256 internally averaged waveforms (by the oscilloscope).
The acquired waveforms were transferred to a personal

computer for processing. These acquired waveforms, W.
y(t) and W+y(t), are the result of the convolution of the
kick-out pulse, the impulse response of the male-male
adapter, and the impulse response of the measuring sampler.
Difference waveforms, Dy(t) = (W.y(t) - W+y(t»/2, were

calculated to get estimates of the kick-out pulse amplitude
and its transfer function magnitude without strobe pulse
contri butions.

Results

The peak-to-peak (p-p) amplitude ofthe kick-out pulses
(W.\'(t) and W_y(t» is plotted as a function of offset voltage
in Fig. 2. The p-p amplitude was obtained by subtracting
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Figure 2. Peak-to-peak amplitude of acquired kick-out
pulses as a function of offset voltage.

the minimum waveform voltage from the maximum
waveform voltage. The p-p amplitude is used because both
positive and negative pulses are being considered and
because of the large aberrations exhibited in the acquired
waveforms. Results similar to those shown in Fig. 2 were
also obtained when just the maximum waveform voltage
values were used. The graph is asymmetric with offset
voltage because the strobe pulse reduces the kick-out pulse
amplitude for negative offset voltages and increases the
kick-out pulse amplitude for positive offset voltages.

The amplitude of Dy(t) is nearly linear for offset
voltages in the range of 50 mV to 500 mV. This is depicted
in Fig. 3. The random (Type A) component of uncertainty
in the amplitude of Dy(t) is 0.9 mY, as determined from a
series of measurements on the difference waveforms. (All
measurement uncertainties presented herein represent one
standard deviation.)
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Figure 3. Peak-to-peak amplitude of the difference
waveforms as a function of offset voltage (shown with a
line with endpoints at 50 mY and 500 mV).
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Figure 4 A typical difference waveform spectrum
(normalized to the dc value .of the spectrum).
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Figure 5. -3 dB frequency of difference waVef0ll11spectra
as a function of offset voltage.

The Fourier transforms of the difference waveforms

were calculated and a typical result, normalized to the dc
value of the spectrum, is depicted in Fig. 4. The frequency
at which the magnitude of the spectrum ofDv(t) drops to-3
dB of its value at dc is plotted as a function of offset voltage
in Fig. 5. The results show a slight decrease in bandwidth
with incI:easing offset voltage up to around :t250 mY. For
offset voltages outside this range, the decrease becomes
more signi ficant. The -3 dB frequency drops from
approximately 50.3 GHz for a :t200 mY offset voltage to
approximately 45.8 GHz for a:t500 mY offset voltage (Fig.
5). The maximum random (Type A) component of
uncertainty for all frequency components of the spectrum of
Dy(t) is 0.19 dB. It should be noted that Dy(t) is the
convolution of the kick-out pulse with the sampler impulse
response and the response of the coaxial adapter.

The magnitude of the spectrum of Dy(t) was also
examined as a function of the number of averages. The
variation in magnitudce is less than or equal to the
maximum random uncertainty noted above when the
number of averages is in the range of 32 to 2048. This
implies that during the time required to acquire the
waVef0ll11Sfor averaging, the pulse distortion from signal
drift and time jitter does not increase significantly. For
waveforms acquired using less than 32 averages, the
variation in spectral magnitude increased due to signal
nOIse.

Conclusions
50

The variation in the -3 dB bandwidth observed

indicates that the range of offset voltages used in the
nose-to-nose method must be limited to less than 250 mY
for most pulse metrology applications. The variation in
bandwidth is minimal (the same as the statistical variation)
for offset voltage magnitudes greater than 50 mY and less
than 250 mY (Fig. 5); thus, only offset voltages in this range
should be used. This magnitude of offset voltage limits the
useable kick-out pulse amplitude to less than 125 mY,
which is less than the input amplitude range of the
oscilloscope (::::800mY). The decrease in bandwidth with
increasing offset voltage is probably due to saturation of the
kick-out pulse gcneration mechanism and is not a limitation
in the sampling mechanism; however, we have not
confirmed this. The effect of the kick-out pulse and strobe
pulse on devices connected to the sampler input also needs
to be investigated. At least 32 averages should be used to
acquire the kick-out pulse waveforms to minimize the effect
of noise on these waveforms.
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